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Welcome to the 
world of Atlas Copco!
The Atlas Copco Group is a global indus-
trial group of companies developing,
manufacturing, and marketing products
and services to a wide range of cus-
tomers and end-users. A world leader,
the Group provides compressed air and
gas equipment, generators, construction
and mining equipment, assembly sys-
tems, electric and pneumatic tools, and
related services and equipment rental. 

These business activities are conducted
through separate operating divisions that
work globally. The head office is in Stock-
holm, Sweden. The Atlas Copco Group
has about 26 000 employees 
in some 70 countries.

In 2003, the Group reached revenues 
of MSEK 44 619, and the operating margin
was 11.9%.
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GROUP ACHIEVEMENTS

A     Asia, and par-
ticularly China, recorded strong growth. Good
development was also seen in Eastern Europe, and

during the latter part of the year also in Western Europe
and South America.

In spite of these adverse conditions, the Group
managed to deliver a solid performance. We had volume
increases both in orders received and
orders invoiced. The operating profit
margin increased from 11.1 % to 11.9 %
and the profit after financial items
increased by 10% to reach  4.9.
The major contributing factors to this
positive development were a high level 
of new product introductions, an increase
in the aftermarket business, and overall
productivity improvements.

The economy picked up slightly during
the latter part of 2003, and demand for
our products and services increased. We believe that this
recent positive demand development for Atlas Copco’s
products and services will continue in the nearterm; the
manufacturing and process industry is foreseen to increase
its investments in productivity enhancing equipment and 
to demand more aftermarket products and services.

The demand from the construction and mining industries is
likely to remain at present levels.

Geared for the future

During 2003 there was a strong and continuous flow of new
machines and aftermarket products and services introduced
by Compressor Technique. The business area performed well

and their presence in key markets improved. Asia, particu-
larly China, and Eastern Europe developed positively.
Aftermarket products and services grew in all major mar-
kets, and the proportion of revenues that are generated
during the time the product is in use increased. In Spain,
Compressor Technique acquired compressor company

Solid Achievements

“The major contributing factors to 
Atlas Copco’s positive development were
a high level of new product introductions,
increase in the aftermarket business and
overall productivity improvements.”

The year that passed proved to be another challenge for Atlas Copco. The economic
recovery in our main markets did not materialize to the extent that we had hoped,
and the continued decline of the U.S. dollar put further pressure on sales and profits.
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Puska Pneumatic S.A. The acquisition is in line the strategy
to increase its presence in focused markets in order to reach
more customers.

The Industrial Technique business area successfully
launched a number of new industrial tools and systems,
including new DC tools for the motor vehicle industry, and
corded and cordless professional electric tools. The indus-
trial tools business improved its presence and gained market
share in many segments, whilst volumes for professional
electric tools were down on a weak market. During the past

years, the business area has been working on a number of
restructuring projects, including several moves of produc-
tion to new locations. By and large, these projects are now
finalized, and we will benefit from their relocations during
the coming year. In line with the use-of-products strategy,
DreBo Werkzeugfabrik GmbH, a manufacturer of carbide
tipped masonry drilling products, was acquired.

The Construction and Mining Technique business area
had strong growth in the mining sector, both for equipment
and for the aftermarket business. The transfer of the loader
production, from the United States to Sweden, was success-
ful and the synergies will begin to materialize during 2004.
To further strengthen its position on the fast growing 
Chinese market, the business area acquired Shenyang Rock
Drilling Machinery Co. Ltd. In South Africa, the acquisi-
tion of two companies in the exploration drilling field:
Professional Diamond Drilling Equipment Pty and Mining
Drilling Services Pty, will strengthen our position in the
region.

The Rental Service business area experienced yet another
year with low activity levels in the market, particularity in
the nonresidential building sector. Without any help from
the economy, the business area has focused their activities

“We want to be first in mind—
first in choice of our customers,
as well as of other important
stakeholders.”

on building internal efficiency and on increasing rental 
rates. One important step has been to decentralize the orga-
nization and to reorganize the rental districts, to establish 
a clear management structure and to provide a better 
customer support. All these actions contributed to an
improved performance in 2003. The business area also
focused on enhancing customers’ productivity. Through
improvements in the online rental applications, the cus-
tomers can spend less time on routine administration.

Developing the strategy

During the past year, we have developed and refined our
Group strategy aimed at reaching our vision; to be first in
mind—first in choice of our customers and other important
stakeholders.

Our strategic focus is to grow organically, supported by
selective acquisitions. The most effective way to grow is by
increasing our customers’ competitiveness by delivering
innovative products and systems, through sales or rental,
that increase their productivity with a minimal environmen-
tal impact. Environmental and ergonomic aspects have been

The foundation for reaching the objec-

tives will follow the proven development

process.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

STABILITY

PROFITABILITY

GROWTH
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GROUP ACHIEVEMENTS

integrated into Atlas Copco’s product development process
for many years. Continuous research and development to
secure innovative products are critical for maintaining the
competitiveness of Atlas Copco’s divisions.

The aftermarket business will be further developed.
Through efficient aftermarket and service activities, we can
contribute towards increasing the efficiency and reliability 
in the use of our products. Besides a high growth and profit
potential, the aftermarket offers closer relations with the
end-users of our products. To enhance the focus on the after-
market opportunities and to ensure that best practices are
shared across business areas and divisions, we have estab-
lished an aftermarket competence network in the Group.

A requirement on possible acquisition candidates is that
they should be modest in size and close to home. No doubt,
acquisitions are connected with more risks than organic
growth. To minimize those risks, we have established a com-
petence pool with representatives from the business areas, as
well as from the corporate office. The Group is developing
and establishing acquisition processes including pre-acquisi-
tion, integration, and post-acquisition audits.

In the world around us, as well as inside the Group,
corporations’ social responsibility have been discussed and
debated. Atlas Copco has strong well-established values,
which have been further emphasized and clarified in our
strategy. To reinforce those values amongst our companies

and safeguard their consistency worldwide, we have issued
the Atlas Copco Group Business Code of Practice, which
summarizes our internal policies related to business
integrity and to social and environmental performance.

Looking into 2004

There are still opportunities in the Group to reduce costs, to
improve the internal efficiency and to increase prices. At the
same time, we must further increase the resources devoted to
product innovations and to service development, to meet and
exceed our customers’ current and future demand. This is the
major way to achieve profitable growth, which must also be
seen as a priority by those who have invested in the Group.
Based on our plans and ambitions, and with the commitment
and the competence we have in the Atlas Copco Group, we
are well positioned to meet the challenges of 2004.

Thank you for your support!

Gunnar Brock

President and Chief Executive Officer
Stockholm, Sweden, February 2, 2004
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

T    process is totally transparent today.
All employees with access to a computer can, and should,
access the Internal Job Market. New positions—international

and national vacancies as well as projects—are posted every day.
There is a constant flow of people getting new challenges and 

moving from one position to another, guaranteeing a long-term com-
petence development for both people and the organization.

“When people change positions, they not only gain new experience,
but also share their knowledge with new colleagues,” says Marianne
Hamilton, Senior Vice President, Organizational Development and
Management Resources. She continues: “When we employ people, we
try to choose those with a capacity to grow and we encourage them to
do so. When people have gained experience from many different posi-
tions, they are better prepared for higher positions. Atlas Copco’s goal
is to appoint 85% of the managers from within the organization, last
year we reached 88%.”

The environment keeps changing

At Atlas Copco, the recruiting manager has serious responsibilities;
he or she has to make sure that the newly recruited person gets the
chance to grow into a new position. Since the environment keeps
changing, the manager is also responsible for creating an environ-
ment of constant internal change. “Each vacancy gives an opportu-
nity to develop the organization. When looking for new people, the
manager should never recruit some-one to exactly the same position
that the previous person had. We encourage everyone to use that
unique opportunity to see if the work can be organized differently,”
Hamilton says.

Growing People 
into New Positions

“Each vacancy gives an opportunity 

to develop the organization,” says

Marianne Hamilton, Senior Vice

President, Organizational Development

and Management Resources.

Avoiding stagnation is crucial to every company. Good internal mobility keeps
the organization alert and reduces the risk for large restructuring programs. 



Globetrotting
Creates Open Minds
Yvo Goossens has moved around within the 
Atlas Copco Group for 30 years, continuously 
meeting new cultures, colleagues, languages, 
and challenges.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE



B- , Yvo Goossens is currently
based in Shanghai, China. However, he started his
career not far from home as product specialist in

Antwerp, where the business area Compressor Technique is
based. Four years later, he decided to explore the world by
moving to Canada with his wife and first daughter.

“I went with the assumption that it would be for two
years only. I had no idea this was the starting point of a life-
long journey around the globe,” Goossens says.

After completing an international, more extensive man-
agement course, he was asked to move to Sweden to work at
Atlas Copco Tools.

“Moving from Canada to Sweden was a cultural clash.
In Canada during the 1980s, there were many housewives
and my wife enjoyed a comfortable social life. Moving to 
a country where almost every woman worked full-time was
something completely different.” Yvo Goossens firmly
believes that it is very important that the expatriate has full
support from the family in order to be successful. “When
one of your foreign colleagues is unhappy and cannot
adjust to the new country, it is often because the spouse
cannot settle down.”

In 1982, he moved to Compressor Technique in Singa-
pore and two years later to Hong Kong “It was a very nice
period when business was growing rapidly,” he says. In 1990,
Goossens returned to Singapore for three years. Now he was
able to combine his experiences from the two business areas;
Compressor Technique and Industrial Technique. In 1996,
he was appointed General Manager of Industrial Tools
Customer Center in Shanghai, a business that has grown
from four to 40 employees. “It is very satisfying to build a
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team and to see how enthusiastic and eager to learn these
young Chinese are.”

Moving around has given Goossens experience of the
world and friends from different social, cultural, and reli-
gious backgrounds. “It is important to speak the local lan-
guage, since you come so much closer to the people,” he says

as an explanation to why he speaks seven languages: Dutch,
French, German, English, Finnish, Swedish, and Chinese.
“Some people do not want to move because of their children,
but children that are exposed to an international environ-
ment turn more mature and open-minded. Unfortunately,
they cannot visit their grandparents more than once or twice
a year, but that is more than compensated by living in an
international environment.”

Sometimes Goossens misses having a house and garden
of his own, as he always lives in temporary housing. He
thinks it might be difficult to decide where to settle down
when he retires. “However, if I was to relive my life, there is
no doubt I would choose the same kind of international
career once again.”

“I went with the assumption 
that it would to be for two years
only. I had no idea this was the
starting point of a life-long 
journey around the globe.” 

”It is very satisfying to build 

a team,” says Yvo Goossens.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE



“If I was to relive my life, there is no
doubt I would choose the same kind 
of international career once again.” 

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

Ray Kolberg and Walt Goska have moved 

8 800 kilometers with their wives Holly 

Kolberg and Pam Goska.

When the decision was made to relocate the production of underground mining and
construction vehicles from Portland, Oregon, in the United States, to Örebro in Swe-
den, 16 people decided to move to Sweden on assignments of one to three years.

Sweden

It’s a Small World After All

Portland

Örebro
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

Move of Production

Atlas Copco is a worldwide supplier of four-
wheel drive diesel and electric-powered under-
ground mining and construction vehicles. 
In 2002, Atlas Copco decided to move produc-
tion from the United States to Sweden to
achieve synergies in product development,
manufacturing, purchasing, logistics, and ad-
ministration. The distribution center was sent by
air in 2003, and the production plant in Portland
closes in 2004.

T    Walt Goska and Ray Kolberg,
who moved 8 800 kilometers with their families to 
a new country and new experiences.

“Americans have the habit of changing jobs about every
fourth year, but I have stayed with Atlas Copco for almost
20 years,” Walt Goska says. He now meets similar chal-
lenges in his job, working with vendors and bringing the
projects up to speed, even if he has moved to another part
of the world.

“Walt wanted to continue with the projects he had
invested a lot of time in,” says his wife Pam Goska, “so
our discussion was whether
we should move from Port-
land and our family or not,
rather than if we were
going to Sweden or not.”
Walt and Pam have three
sons, 23, 21, and 15, and it
was only their youngest
son, Benjamin, who moved
with them. “His willing-
ness to move was a major factor in our decision.”

The decision was easier for Ray and Holly Kolberg.
After university, where he studied mechanical engineering
and she nursing, they had moved back to Portland. Ray had
considered taking advantage of an exchange program
within Atlas Copco for a year. “But going from one to three
years is more of a long-term commitment. We had to sell
the car and the house, and I had to leave my job, which I
liked very much,” says Holly Kolberg.

A change in working environment

Ray enjoys working in Örebro. He is transferring data from
the division in Portland to the systems used in Örebro. He
has been in Sweden for more than eight months, and the
transfer is supposed to take another four months. After
that, he is going to join the design group, designing under-
ground mining vehicles.

“The job is pretty much the same, in terms of responsi-

bility and activity level, but the working environment is
slightly different. People in Sweden do not dress up to go to
work, they dress up to go to a party, while Americans do it
the other way around,” says Ray Kolberg.

Both Walt and Ray had traveled to Örebro for work, and
their spouses had also visited Sweden before they decided to
move. Being able to visualize the office and the city made it
easier to make the decision. They could picture where to
live and how to fit in. The fact that Örebro’s nature is simi-
lar to Oregon’s may have eased the transition. “We expected
a lot of challenges, but it has been fairly smooth,” says Ray

Kolberg. All details about
the move were handled by
the HR department, and it
continues to help them and
make sure they enjoy their
new lives.

“We expected that it
would be harder to get to
know people, but people
we’ve met have been very

friendly and easy to get to know,” says Holly. A big differ-
ence compared to Portland is that there was no involvement
with colleagues outside work in Portland, while people in
Örebro often meet outside work, they go exercising
together, etc.

The world is both bigger and smaller

One of the difficulties is the nine hour time difference, but
communications with their families and friends is easy with
e-mail and inexpensive telephone calls.

“The fact that I have moved to Sweden has not changed
my cooperation with the vendors and companies in
Canada,” says Walt. “We talk and e-mail just as before. It is
only the different time zones we have to take into considera-
tion.” The world has both become smaller and larger; com-
munications has made it smaller, yet larger since they have
become aware that there is so much out in the world that
they did not think about before.

“The fact that I have moved to
Sweden has not changed my
cooperation with the vendors
and companies in Canada.”
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W    by Atlas Copco in
1998, it was considered a company with growth
potential and, because it targeted a customer seg-

ment outside Atlas Copco’s traditional market, it was also a
good growth complement to Atlas Copco’s brand portfolio.

At the time of the acquisition, Ceccato was a company
with high production costs and difficult-to-service machines.

During the first one and a half years after the acquisi-
tion, the company experienced great internal turmoil.
“The first year, we focused on cost savings, but with high

quality in mind,” says Cesare Manzardo, engineering
manager. He continues: “It was a matter of solving imme-
diate problems, and regaining customer confidence.”

The recovery plan worked according to the Group’s
proven foundation; stabilize the operation, return it to prof-
itability, and then grow its business.

Close relations

One of the keys to success was to train people working at
Ceccato in flow management, a completely new concept for

Italy

Ceccato Brand 
Gets into the Flow

Ceccato is an Italian house-brand for compressors. During the past years it has
established a solid foundation and is ready for growth.
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them. As a result, strong relations were developed between
customers, Ceccato, and suppliers.

“We made a dramatic change in our products; and
started to develop a design that facilitated assembly, with
fewer components that could be provided by local suppliers
thus shortening lead times. We began to focus on how to get
the best logistics possible, and how to reduce the time from
design to market,” says Manzardo.

The people of Ceccato try to find the best and most
cost-efficient solution available from the Atlas Copco
Group and elsewhere. Their own development of a new
simple and reliable design of compressors and dryers is a
good complement to Atlas Copco’s design. Important to
the designers at Ceccato is to focus on the cost savings with-
out sacrificing the technical and environmental perfor-
mance of the machines.

Ceccato has good market presence both in Italy and in
some export markets and is now aiming at growth in a 
number of markets.

“People in the organization have been working hard to
achieve this success, and we are very proud of it. It is like 
a symphony orchestra; all the instruments have to be tuned
and play together to make a nice sound,” says Ruggero
Vencato, production leader.

The Atlas Copco Group 

Strives for Global Presence

The growth should primarily be organic, supported by
selective acquisitions. Acquisitions help the Group to
expand geographically, gain market share, expand the
product range, increase the scope of supply, acquire
technology, or acquire channels to markets. 

The Atlas Copco Group owns more than 20 brands. 
The multi-brand concept recognizes that each brand 
has its market position and can thereby focus on well
defined market needs.

Ceccato is an Italian company founded in 1938. It manufactures and sells small-

and medium-sized screw and piston compressors, dryers, and filters. It is con-

sidered a strong complement to the Atlas Copco brand, aiming at a different 

customer segment, explain Cesare Manzardo (left) and Ruggero Vencato (right). 

GROWTH THROUGH ACQUIS IT IONS
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In 2002, Atlas Copco acquired the well-known German manufacturer of rig-mounted
hydraulic demolition tools, Krupp Berco Bautechnik GmbH. Two years later, a common
range of hydraulic attachments is being introduced under the Atlas Copco brand. 

Merging Brands

More than Changing a Shirt

Claus Schiedek, Marketing Manager at Atlas Copco 
Construction Tools GmbH, formerly Krupp Berco Bautech-
nik GmbH, and Jaime Huidobro, General Manager Atlas
Copco Construction and Mining Technique in Spain, tell us
more about the merging of brands.

What were your first thoughts when you heard that Atlas
Copco was going to acquire Krupp?
 : “It was not new to us that Krupp Berco
Bautechnik was for sale. We thought the right buyer would
be a European group, financially sound and with a strong
focus on the construction and demolition business, and it
turned out to be Atlas Copco. We did not
face Atlas Copco as a strong competitor
in our segment and did not feel that we
would conflict in the market.

 : Atlas 
Copco, strong in the light
breaker segment, has fought
for years to reach the heavy-
and the medium-range seg-
ments of demolition tools,
while Krupp, strong in the
medium and heavy segments,
never had been successful in 
small hydraulic attachments.
Thus, the acquisition and expected
synergies made a lot of sense to us.

How did the market react?
 : Naturally, distributors that had worked
for Krupp for up to 20 years were worried as they knew
Atlas Copco had a good local sales network, with local 
customer centers in most countries, which they perceived 
as a threat to them. However, after a successful integration
process most of them now continue to work with us as
before. One of the targets was not to lose channels and
competence during the integration. Our belief was that by
keeping the Krupp brand, it would have been more obvious
to the market that our heavy breakers and attachments 
continue with the same high quality and with the same 

people behind the innovations.

 : In Spain, we did not want
our competitors to take advantage of the

situation, as integrations tend to create
some confusion and uncertainties in

the market, so we decided to work
proactively. We started to address
the Spanish market and the distri-
butors from the very beginning,
with customer meetings and differ-
ent campaigns. After an initial

integration effort, we began to work
as a team in order to develop our

markets and strategies. When we dis-
cussed the final brand transition, the

distributors decided they wanted toClaus Schiedek Jaime Huidobro
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GROWTH THROUGH ACQUIS IT IONS

paint the blue breakers yellow as soon as possible. The con-
clusion was that as long as we keep the product range and
the high quality, the color and brand name would not be
crucial for future success in Spain.

Are there many differences between the two brands? 
 : Both Atlas Copco and Krupp have long
histories, and they have acted in a consistent way through
the years. Thus, the brands’ personalities have been very
close to each other. Both brands are extremely strong and
focused on high customer satisfaction.

 : We have always been committed to our
customers and to product innovation and it is easy to believe
in Atlas Copco’s values—commitment, innovation, and
interaction.

How are the products going to reach the customers in the
future? Through Atlas Copco’s customer centers or through 
a network of distributors? 
 : In Spain, we think it is good to have 
specific sales channels to give each product its best chance.
Local customer centers can add local flavor to the offer, in
order to satisfy local customers’ needs. Atlas Copco’s own
customer centers can sell lighter equipment to specific sales
channels such as rental houses or small equipment distribu-
tors, while the distributors focus on heavier tools and equip-
ment that is service intensive. In some geographical areas
where Atlas Copco’s local set-up is not so developed, we will
utilize the distributor’s channels for faster penetration.

 : Generally, we will follow Atlas Copco’s
structure and work through the customer centers in the
future. However, the market requirements for lightweight
and heavy machinery are different. Most of the former

Krupp distributors are specialized in heavy construction
and have a profound knowledge in that market segment.

Can the customers benefit from the common brand?
 : After the acquisition, Atlas Copco has a
stronger product portfolio. It is a leader in the market. Also
when it comes to hydraulic breakers, we offer a complete
product range. We have very good service support based on
our distribution network. The distributors are close to the
market, which has high service requirements. Thus, we can

offer spares and consumables from local stocks, as well as
specialized personnel services.

 : To merge the “best of both worlds”was
the right step to expand our market position and become the

world’s leading company in hydraulic
attachments. We can serve customers
with a worldwide agreement, and
here Atlas Copco’s local set-up
around the whole world is the key 
to success.

From your personal point of view; is it
difficult to make a brand transition?
 : Changing brands is
not like changing shirts. There are

many emotions connected to the brand and the transfer
process takes time and demands consistent work and com-
mitment from many people in order to succeed.

 : Changing brands is sometimes more diffi-
cult internally than externally. For the customers, the most
important thing is that the high quality of products and ser-
vices is consistent. In the case of our distributors in Spain,
as soon as they felt secure and knew what their future would
look like, they were ready to change brands really quickly.
Information and proactivity were the keys to success.

Facts

Krupp pioneered the hydraulic attachments market
starting in the 60s, and has for many years been the
market leader in the heavy breaker segment. Atlas
Copco has been very successful with its innovative
range of light hydraulic breakers. In 2002, Atlas Copco
acquired the well-known German manufacturer to
strengthen the Group’s product offer.

“Our customers claim that quality, safety
and having an efficient and qualified after-
sales service are essential for the heavy
hammers market.” Talleres Francint, distributor in Spain.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
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E    is closed, the call is 
automatically forwarded to Rental Service’s 
customer call center, and the call center contacts

the store’s designated on-call employee. Within less than
30 minutes, the call representative has confirmed that the
lift will be delivered as the customer requires.

Located in sunny Scottsdale, Arizona, the call center
works with the three brands, RSC, Prime Energy and
Prime Industrial and is open 24/7. Saturdays, when the
rental stores are closed, the call center is very busy with
an average of 1 400 calls answered by 19 representatives.
Five of them work from their homes, giving cost-effec-
tive and flexible backup. Receiving an average of 18 600
calls a month while nearly 500 rental stores are closed,
the call center allows customers to both rent and to call
equipment off rent on weekends and at night.

“Before we started this call center, we lost some busi-
ness when our stores weren’t open. Our customers’ work
hours are not always the same as our store hours, but
now we can fully support them, regardless of what day
or time they need help,” Call Center Manager Marilyn
Steiger-Vandever says.

Unique service

In the rental business, you can only differentiate yourself
by the service level and by the commitment of your staff.
Being open 24/7 is unique within the rental industry. No
other major rental competitors offer this highly responsive
service level with their own, trained employees.

The United States

Open All Hours 
for Rental Service

Marilyn Steiger-Vandever and her team

bring efficiency that customers notice.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

It is Saturday morning and the Marks Construction Company works
hard to finish the roof. Suddenly the lift breaks down, and the closest
RSC store is called for a replacement. 
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“The biggest benefit is that we are able to help most cus-
tomers in the first call, bringing efficiency that customers
are really noticing! When a call comes to us, it is our 

concern that the call is handled properly,” Steiger-Vandever
says. “And our internal ‘trouble ticket’ tracking system
gives us additional information. If a store is closed, we can
see if the equipment asked for is available, a great benefit
for the store manager who does not have to drive to the
store just to check inventory availability. Another benefit is

that we know exactly who to call, avoiding the need to
bother other off-duty employees unnecessarily.

Every phone call is logged, allowing others in the call
center to answer a second call and instantly know the cus-
tomer’s situation without asking the customer to repeat the
problem. And, when the stores open again, the managers
can see which customers called, why, and the resolution.

The call center not only takes care of the after-hours ser-
vice for Rental Service’s stores, they also answer hundreds
of general rental calls during the business day and answer e-
mails and chat inquiries, used equipment inquiries, and risk
and safety inquiries sent to the company. Occasionally calls
are answered that originate in Mexico from Spanish speak-
ing customers who want to rent equipment in Mexico. Since
the southern part of the United States is becoming more
and more bilingual, the call center is also able to answer
calls where Spanish is the preferred language.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

“Now we can fully support the
customers, regardless of what
day or time they need help.”

During Arizona’s hot summer, construction

work is done in the middle of the night.
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Outsourcing is an ongoing trend

The use-of-products strategy, to grow the aftermarket
revenues generated during the time the product is in use,
is one of Atlas Copco’s three strategic directions. Use-of-
products includes accessories, consumables, spare parts,
service and maintenance, training and rental. 

Outsourcing, to rent instead of own, is an ongoing
trend, and rental is offered not only in the Rental Service
business area.

The offering of use-of-products creates closer cus-
tomer relations. Knowing what the customers desire
makes it possible to create the right products. This is
how close customer relations lead to success.

Production at the Bambanani Mine of Welkom’s Harmony
Gold Mining Company in South Africa suffered only minimal
interruption when a compressor supplying 
underground operations suddenly 
failed without warning.

T    , representing
some 40% of the mine’s underground requirement,
was quickly made up by portable compressors hired

from Rand-Air’s Welkom depot, which is equipped and
trained to handle mine emergencies rapidly.

Delivery and connection of twenty compressors to 
the mine’s main air line was completed in less than ten
hours from Rand-Air’s receiving the alert.

“The prompt service from Rand-Air and the reliability
of the portable compressors ensured that the production
machine was not interrupted. With this experience, we 

CUSTOMER SERVICE

managed to make major overhauls to two of our compres-
sors which were long overdue. We can now, with confidence,
do any major work on compressors, knowing well the back-
up service we have from Rand-Air,” says Massimo Mameli,
Engineer at the Bambanani Mine.

After the shortfall was fully restored, smaller diesel
powered compressors were withdrawn and replaced with
larger electric motor compressors, reducing the number of
machines on site to seventeen, and cutting fuel costs. Field
service personnel from the Rand-Air depot carried out daily
inspections and machine maintenance to ensure compres-
sor reliability and uninterrupted compressed air supply.

South Africa

Rapid 
Response 
Saves Gold Production

Rand-Air, with 15 stores and 165 employees, is specialized 
in rental in South Africa and Botswana. The majority of its
customers are in construction, mining, and general industry.
Rand-Air was bought by Atlas Copco in 1999.
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CUSTOMER BENEF ITS

Tools and parts can be purchased
online from anywhere at any time.
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I   , where Atlas Copco Tools and
Assembly Systems chiefly works with distributors,
many of its major distributors have started to use an on-

line business solution developed by Atlas Copco. The solu-
tion reduces up to one hour a day on routine work and ad-
ministration and, most importantly, increases service levels.

“I like placing orders with Atlas Copco Connect because
they instantly appear in the system, and if you have 15 pieces,
they can all be checked at the same time,” says Jim Toler,
Inside Sales Manager at Air Power Inc, one of Atlas Copco
Tools and Assembly Systems’ largest U.S. distributors.

Richard Kirk, Purchasing Manager at Industrial Power
Sales agrees: “It is the best source for pricing and delivery.
Delivery is normally so quick we almost don’t need to check
it. The order process is simplified and reliable.”

The business solution was launched in 2003, and
already the majority of Atlas Copco Tools and Assembly

Systems’ distributors
in the United States
put their orders
online, and the num-
ber of order lines
increases every day.

There are several
reasons for the success
of this e-commerce

project: It is available in 12 languages, customers are easily
guided through the program, electronic product catalogues
and lists with parts are available on the Web, and it is pos-
sible to download pdf files with drawings and manuals.

The United States

Ordering Online is a
Reliable Time-Saver

E-business Achievements

In 1999, Atlas Copco’s first Internet policy was published.
The vision was to broaden and deepen the sales reach, to
improve customer services, and enhance efficiency. To
reach the vision, standardized platforms and applications
were targeted. Through cooperation across business
areas, know-how and resources could be shared. Atlas
Copco’s multi-brand concept was a challenge in itself,
each one of the applications developed had to allow for
easy rebranding.

The first common application developed was a gate-

way to the Atlas Copco brand on a country level. The
Atlas Copco brand is used by 11 divisions out of 16, and
usually more than one customer center in a country. The
objective was to safeguard the brand identity, and to
make it easy for customer centers worldwide to use the
Internet as a marketing and communications channel.

The Atlas Copco Connect e-commerce application

was developed bearing all operations and brands in
mind. Through a common hub, data from all divisions
regarding products, pricing, deliveries, etc. can be
accessed, enabling a potential one-stop-shop for
customers buying from more than one business area.

The Village-project was established to create a portal

for employees, aiming at better internal positioning of
the Group by providing well-structured and relevant
information, with the objective to create value for the
operational units and solve their needs within this 
common framework.

Michael Donohue, Atlas Copco Tools and

Assembly System Inc. and Brent Covan from

Ohio Tool Systems agree that ordering online

saves precious time.

Never has the phrase “time is money” been more true than in these days.
Within the motor-vehicle industry in the United States, more and more of the
distributors have discovered that ordering products and parts online saves
precious working hours and serves customers better.  
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“ ’   what equipment was needed in
our factory, and sometimes we could see one type of equip-
ment go out the gates, and an equivalent coming in. We did
not have a good method of tracking or transferring equip-
ment internally, nor did we know
how long the equipment was rented.

It was a night-
mare both for
people who
needed the
equipment and
for the account-

ing department. We had rental equip-
ment everywhere, and at times we

kept renting even when a project
was closed. We were using some
30 different companies to rent

from through the course of a year. We needed control,” says
Dale Bara, Procurement manager at Bayer Corporation’s
Baytown plant. “Also our accounting department wanted
the invoice problems to go away. They wanted a more uni-

form billing structure and we
wanted to make sure that the equip-
ment we were paying for was actu-
ally being used and not forgotten.”

As a result, Bayer Corporation
formed a quality team to look at the
process of handling rental equip-
ment. With their internal people’s

needs in focus, the team surveyed and approved or qualified
about 10 of the 30 companies that they felt could help them
solve their problems. “We learned a tremendous amount
about the different processes that some of the companies
had implemented at some of their customer’s sites.

The United States

Challenging the 
Traditional Methods 

In a big manufacturing plant, with many people and a lot of different equipment
needs, it is difficult to know what rental equipment is needed, where it is located,
and if it is actually being used. This was discovered at the Bayer Corporation’s 
Baytown plant in the United States.

“By using one supplier
for rental equipment,
the amount of manual
work has decreased.”

Dale Bara, Bayer Corporation

Renting 

at Baytown

Bayer Corporation in the United
States is part of the German
Company Bayer, represented by
some 350 companies employ-
ing 117 500 people on all conti-
nents. Baytown is a large pro-
duction site for chemicals and
polymers in Houston, Texas.
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Total Control™

Total Control™ is an interactive management system 
for both rental and customer-owned inventories of
equipment and small tools. Total Control™ is trade-
marked software, developed by and for Rental Service,
that creates a seamless process, from the initial inquiry
to final invoicing.

By design, Total Control™ reduces expenses by 
creating a single process for all rental and equipment
activity, regardless of ownership, billing platform, equip-
ment type, accounting codes, and invoice requirements.
All processes are automated and electronically date
stamped, which reduces the need for paper activity 
and ensures a more complete audit trail. The customer
can be confident that the transactions handled through 
Total Control™ will achieve the most efficiency for 
their company. 

The most promising options for us appeared to be an on-
site managed rental system.”The year was 1994—and the
embryo of Prime’s and RSC’s on-site store with an inte-
grated Total Control™ software was invented. After ten
years on site, it has proved to be a success; and the software
has been fine-tuned over the years to handle the processes.
Simplicity has been the key driver.

Challenge conventional ways

“Reports are sent automatically, but everyone knows 
that reporting is like reading yesterday’s news. It is more
than a software program,”says creator Gordon McDonald,
who leads Total Control™ development with the Rental 
Service business area. “It’s a management process that
really challenges conventional ways of doing business.
When the software is integrated into the customer’s
accounting system, the customer gets total control of the
handling of rental equipment and their owned equipment
as well, and the paper work is held to a minimum,” he says.

One way for a company to save money is to put equip-
ment off rent when it is not in use, and this software helps
the customer to manage this process. If a fork-lift is sup-

posed to be rented for two weeks, an e-mail will
automatically notify the customer when this 
time has passed. Another way of saving money 
is to handle re-rents professionally, and in this

process transparency is important. The cus-
tomer can see the bid tabulation when the

on-site store needs to rent equipment
outside of RSC owned equipment,

such as fences, tents, and many
other items. Without having to deal

with the bidding, the customer can see that the process is 
handled in a correct way.

By using one supplier for rental equipment, the amount
of manual work has decreased, and the company can con-
trol its rental equipment better.

“One of the best paybacks for Bayer was that we did not
have to create a purchase order for every rental or order the
equipment in advance any longer. It was always on-site wait-
ing for us to start the job. The available reports and tracking
by this software is the reason it has become a beneficial and
powerful tool to us,” says Dale Bara at Bayer Corporation.

When it comes to the rental industry, the standard of
equipment is given. What Prime Energy and RSC add is the
drive of efficiency.

Rental Service business area operates with three brands; RSC
serves the construction market, comprised of heavy equipment and
commercial construction, Prime Industrial focuses on the industrial
and petrochemical rental segments, while Prime Energy promotes
its oil-free air, generator, and temperature control business.

Gordon McDonald

CUSTOMER BENEF ITS



A country of Multiple Lan
India’s 1 027 million Peop

FOCUS ON INDIA

The Government of India has
launched a major infrastructure
upgrade project. There is a 
special focus on the develop-
ment of roads and highways,
with emphasis on connectivity
between ports and villages. 
The Golden Quadrilateral Road
Project will connect the country’s
4 major cities, Delhi, Kolkata
(Calcutta), Chennai (Madras),
and Mumbai (Bombay). A lot of
Atlas Copco equipment is used
by contractors in building India’s
modern infrastructure.

Delhi

Mumbai
(Bombay)

Chennai
(Madras)

Kolkata
(Calcutta)



guages and Religions, 
le are Building the Future 

FOCUS ON INDIA
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D’  has experienced tremendous
growth. In 1981 it was 5.7 million people, now it 
is approximately 13 million, and in 2015 it is esti-

mated to be 21 million people*. Roads are jammed with 
traffic as the city booms, and the air is full of pollution.
There are now more than 4 million motor vehicles in Delhi,
more than in the large Indian cities Mumbai, Kolkata, and
Chennai put together. The traffic on Delhi’s roads is a mix 
of pedestrians, cycles, scooters, buses, cars, and rickshaws
jostling with each other.

To bring some order in this chaotic situation, a 228-kilo-
meter metro is under construction. The first phase of the
network, to be fully opened in 2005, consists of a 41-station
metro with 62 kilometers of track, of which 12.5 kilometers
will be under ground.

In October 2003, the first 12-kilometer section was opened,
reducing the time spent on travelling from 1 hour 20 minutes
by bus to only 20 minutes by metro. Atlas Copco has assisted

both joint ventures of international contractors building this
part of the metro by supplying them with several pneumatic
and some surface and underground drill rigs to excavate hard
rock by cautious blasting. Many hydraulic breakers have also
been used to break rock wherever blasting has not been
allowed. For soft rock they have installed self-drilling anchors
to reinforce the roof and walls of the tunnel. Portable diesel
compressors have also been widely used on the work sites.

Top modern facilities

To ensure passenger comfort, all underground stations will be
air-conditioned and the tunnels will be ventilated. All stations
will be equipped with modern facilities like synchronized
clocks on the platforms, passenger information on a real-time
basis, online announcements, telecommunication facilities,
and exit and entry through automatically controlled gates.

* United Nations. 

With over 900 employees in two 
manufacturing plants and 8 sales 
offices, Atlas Copco India operates 
with a long-term commitment. 

The distributor, Vulcan Trading Company 
Private Ltd., Bombay is authorized to sell 
Atlas Copco’s products in India.



Structure in a Booming Town
A century ago, urbanization transformed the West. Now it’s Asia’s turn as people
pour into cities. Roads are jammed, but Delhi is creating a better environment by
building a metro. 

FOCUS ON INDIA
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Atlas Copco (India) Ltd. is established as 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Atlas Copco AB. 
A factory is built in Pune to manufacture 
compressors and rock drills. 

Ownership is reduced to 60% in compli-
ance with a change in Indian law; 40% of
the shares are offered to the Indian public
and Atlas Copco (India) Ltd. becomes a
public limited company listed on the
Mumbai Stock Exchange.

  >

Top 10 Metro Systems

1. London, England 408 km
2. New York, the United States 368 km
3. Seoul, South Korea 287 km
4. Moscow, Russia 270 km
5. Singapore 249 km
6. Madrid, Spain 228 km 
7. Mexico City, Mexico 202 km 
8. Paris, France 199 km
9. Tokyo, Japan 183 km 

10. Chicago, the United States 173 km

The first metro was built in London in 1863. 

The joint ventures of international

contractors use equipment from

Atlas Copco.

FOCUS ON INDIA
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> A change in Indian law limits foreign 
ownership to 40%. The new shares are
offered to existing local owners and 
employees. 

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company (CP) with its
subsidiary in India, is bought by Atlas Copco.
Manufacturing facilities for production of screw 
compressors are established

O   the creation of GECIA was
that project leaders, designers, and test engineers 
at Atlas Copco’s business area in Belgium, are

under constant pressure to deliver the most competitive and
innovative products to the market in the shortest possible
timeframe. A local shortage of qualified and experienced
engineers lead to creative rethinking. The result was the
establishment of an engineering center in India, where 
there is a large base of highly educated people with the 
right background.

Design at a distance

New products have to be ever more efficient, lighter, and 
quieter, while remaining at a high level of quality and a com-
petitive cost. Development time has become shorter through
the use of such tools as 3D design and computer simulations.
Most of the assistance required is in mechanical design
activities, from digitizing drawings to complete layout work
in 3D, support with calculations and spare parts design.

Using state-of-the-art communication lines and network
connections, engineers in Belgium and India are now only 400
milliseconds apart. This is a huge benefit when working on the
same projects, sharing files from opposite sides of the world.

Communication skills are key to success, and it is not
always easy to describe tasks well enough for a third party

to carry them out perfectly. Therefore, information is
exchanged using new computerized communication tools,
such as meetings on the Net, sharing screens, etc. People
from India are also sent to Belgium to be trained in prin-
ciples and to develop personal relations.

“After meeting people face to face it becomes easier 
to work remotely,” says Pankaj Tale, engineer at GECIA.
“The communication becomes better and better the more
we interact.”

Beneficial to both parties 

Since the start up in 2002, many different project leaders
and designers within Compressor Technique’s divisions
have shared activities with the engineers in India. They
understand the mutual needs, and the work is always car-
ried out with the same Atlas Copco mindset and culture.

“There is a good climate for creativity and we get the
opportunity to challenge our skills,” says Ashwini Agashe,
engineer. “We get every kind of job, and it is a huge benefit
that we can follow the process from scratch to end-result,”
says engineer Rakesh Nyamagoudar. Subodh Patwardhan,
engineer, adds “We get regular feedback, and the trans-
parency within the Group gives us an opportunity to learn
from previous jobs, something that would not have been
possible if we were consultants.”

Only 400 Milliseconds Apart

Engineering Center in
India Supports Belgium

Two years ago, Atlas Copco opened an engineering center in India to support 
the Atlas Copco compressor product company in Belgium. The initiative, named
GECIA, has proved to be very beneficial to all concerned.
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Chicago Pneumatic Tool company increases
its holdings in Chicago Pneumatic India Ltd.
from 30% to 51%. 

Atlas Copco AB increases its holding in
Atlas Copco (India) Ltd. to 45% and
Chicago Pneumatic Tool company
increases its holding in Chicago Pneu-
matic India to 56%.

From top left: Amol Pingle, Ashwini Agashe,

Rakesh Nyamagoudar, and Pankaj Tale are all

engineers at GECIA.

 



>
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> CP India is merged into 
Atlas Copco (India) Ltd. 

The 40% ownership in Revathi
Equipment Ltd. is sold. 

Atlas Copco AB launches a public 
tender offer regarding all outstanding
shares in Atlas Copco (India) Ltd. 
Atlas Copco AB now holds more than
83% of the shares. 

W  -- is scarce in many parts of India.
The village Khed Sivapur in the Maharashtra state has not
received sufficient amounts of rain for the last four years and

people have to walk a few kilometers to fetch water.
Atlas Copco Compressor in India took the opportunity to provide

drinking water to school children and inhabitants of Khed Sivapur
when a prototype compressor was to be tested.

Successful in three cases

“The head of the village chose four locations. We drilled sufficiently
deep bore holes and we were successful in striking water in three cases,”
says business manager Sajjalgud Srinivas at Atlas Copco Compressor 
in India. “During these trials to solve the drinking-water problem of the
villagers, compressor data were recorded, which gave us information for
further improvements of the compressor,” says Srinivas.

The well-drilling rig was provided by M/S Pavai Agro, that has been
associated with Atlas Copco for more than twenty years.

Before introducing a new compressor model for water well drilling applications,
the prototype compressor was tested for its performance. 

Product Tests Hold Water

 


FOCUS ON INDIA
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The Atlas Copco Group aims at contributing actively to improve the customer’s
productivity and, consequently, profitability. 

A   , as a global high-technology manufacturing
company, Atlas Copco is committed to minimizing the environ-
mental impact of all activities. Concern for the environment is a

natural element in all operations.
Every tool and machine is designed with ergonomics in mind, to

enhance the operators’ productivity, performance, and job satisfaction,
as well as to reduce the risk of physical harm.

One might say that product development is part of Atlas Copco’s 
commitment to sustainable development, balancing economic progress
with environmental care and social responsibility.

Read more about the Group’s innovators and the innovations on  
www.atlascopco-group.com

Innovative Spirit Prospers

John Munck

Sverker Hartwig

Carl Carlin

Richard De Bock

Jörgen Rodert

Ludo 
Van Nederkassel

Chris Lybaert

Christer Hansson

Rolf Jacobsson

Sten Åke Hilbers

Guido Luyts

Kurt Andersson

Innovation is one of Atlas Copco’s core values and

once a year Atlas Copco’s prestigious John Munck

Award is presented to reward the best innovative

technical development contribution during the year.  

Åke Eklöf

Gunnar Wijk
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Industrial Technique

Cutting-edge Technology
Man’s first attempt at material removal was with his own hands and a piece of
flint. Today, the Chicago Pneumatic (CP) division is pleased to announce the launch
of its new range of grinders, called Tornado, bringing the very latest technology
into material removal operations. 

CP’s new tool offers higher productivity and better
ergonomics when it comes to grinding or sanding. With a
powerful turbine motor, grinding or sanding time can be
cut substantially. With dust extraction options for sanding,
it is a tool for serious material removal operations.

Tough targets in product specification

Important considerations from CP’s end-users had to be
part of the product master specification even before the
design started. CP’s French industrial design team and a
Swedish specialist ergonomic design company, visited
numerous users, and found that just as important as the
tool function, were issues such as:

Environmental 

• Tools must be environmentally friendly 
• No pollution from the exhaust
• Parts and packaging should be recyclable

Ergonomics 

• Low sound
• Low vibration
• Better operator comfort

Reliability, and low maintenance

• Increased productivity
All to be achieved without compromising safety.

Low vibration and low
sound. Higher productivity,
better ergonomics. 

With the increased material removal possibilities,
greater operator comfort, and advanced ergo-
nomics, the payback, as a result of increased 
productivity that Tornado can achieve, can be
very quick, without compromising safety.

Best comfort for grinding, cutting
off, and sanding operations.
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Tough targets were set in the product master specification,
and the design teams started to see how these challenges
could be satisfied.

A totally new technology was used in the design of the
motor, and a single stage turbine was found to provide the
power and speed characteristics required. The positioning,
size, and type of materials used on the handles had to be veri-
fied in field tests to confirm the optimum ergonomic design.
Suppliers of components such as seals and O-rings had to pro-
vide solutions to ensure that the environmental and reliability
criteria were met, so these could be incorporated in the design.

With these targets met, and after comprehensive field
testing to ensure that CP’s solution met the demands from
the end-users, the new range was launched.

Best operator comfort

The tool allows the operator the best comfort for grinding,
cutting off and sanding operations. With the combination

of an extremely high power-to-weight ratio, low vibration,
and low sound, it can offer huge savings in material removal
costs, as well as maximizing the utilization of the consum-
ables.

Minimizing pollution

Over 95% of the material used in the manufacture can be
recycled. This high level is achieved through careful selec-
tion of materials available and suppliers. The motor can use
oil-free compressed air, it uses seals and O-rings that do not
wear and emit deposits into the exhaust air, thereby mini-
mizing pollution.

Maintenance is very simple, and with the service video,
the tool is easily serviced at the customer’s site, further
reducing downtime, and transportation costs. Increased
material removal possibilities, greater operator comfort,
advanced ergonomics, and increased productivity, without
compromising safety.

Extremely high power
to weight ratio.

Powerful turbine motor—
you can cut your grinding or
sanding time substantially.

The motor can use 
oil-free compressed air.

It uses seals and O-rings that do not wear
and emit deposits into the exhaust air,
thereby minimizing pollution. Dust
extraction options for sanding. 

Over 95% of the material
used can be recycled. 

Maintenance is very simple, a service video
is available for the tools, making service
easy at the customer’s site further reducing
downtime, and transportation costs.
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Compressor Technique

The Total Energy   
Saving Concept...
Energy consumption is the major factor in a compressor installation

life cycle cost, thus the focus in the design of new Atlas Copco

compressors is on saving energy in every conceivable way. 

This focus is the basis for a total product development concept

that encompasses every stage of research and development,

manufacturing, installation, and aftersales service.

Real savings 
rely on facts
Atlas Copco techni-
cians assess the air
demand profile of
the application and
suggest the best
compressor selec-
tion for the job.

The right core technology
Atlas Copco masters every compression
principle and provides the most energy-
efficient technology for the required
pressure and flow.

The fully optimized system
A multicompressor installation can
be centrally controlled, to have an
optimal machine regulation and
the lowest overall energy cost.

Environmental 
awareness
Saving energy means 
caring for the environment.
The total energy saving
concept with the compres-
sors is significantly con-
tributing to the benefit of
our planet. Innovative accessories

Integrated adsorption dryer offers high quality dry
air with the lowest pressure drop and uses the heat
of the compressor for regeneration. Two features
that lead to significant energy savings.

The best drive arrangement
Fixed speed machines are fine
when they can run at full load
most of the time. But when air
demand fluctuates, the Variable
Speed Drive (VSD) compressor
can achieve substantial savings
of up to 35%.
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...and the Total 
Reliability concept
An energy efficient machine saves money only if it runs reliably 

at all times. And not just today, but day after day, year after year;

with minimal service interventions, long overhaul intervals, an

extended lifetime of all moving parts, individually and thoroughly

tested. During the last century, Atlas Copco has been building

compressors that stand the test of time. With the proven 

compressor technology, reliability has never been so timeless.

Trouble-free installation and commissioning
An Atlas Copco compressor is ready for easy use. Put 
the machine on a flat floor, connect the power line and 
the compressed air outlet, and push the start button.

The complete solution
Compressor, dryer, drive, fil-
ters, control system… all carry
the same mark of quality: 
The Atlas Copco logotype.

The experienced partner
Atlas Copco is the world leader in
compressed air technology, with
over 100 years of experience in air
compression systems.

Professional follow-up
An Atlas Copco Service Contract will
assure the customer of the correct 
preventive maintenance, immediate
response and genuine parts all over 
the world.

The integrated design
Internal piping, integral air dryer, 
integrated Variable Speed Drive, 100%
matched components… the only way
to ensure total reliability.
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Excellent visibility
A window in the roof makes it
possible to follow the rock drill 

all the way down. 

Dust collecting system
A continuous dust collecting
system connects dust and 
particles into a filtering system.

Radio remote control
A low center of gravity combined with high ground
clearance make Atlas Copco’s full radio remote 
controlled drill rigs exceptionally maneuverable 
in the roughest terrain. The new automatic drill stop 
is a feature on the radio remote drill rig that eases 
the operators work. 

ROC Manager
Unique software for monitoring and optimizing
the drilling operation. Design drill plans in the
office and send them to the rig. Log deviation and
other key data while drilling and analyze the
results back in the office.

Common components
Usage of common components and systems for
both underground and surface drilling equipment
offers both Atlas Copco and their customers impor-
tant future synergies in logistics and training.

Ergonomically designed cabin
Comfort, visibility, and conveniently
placed controls and monitors. There are
no hydraulics inside the cabin, and all
gauges and instruments are replaced
by a color display unit. The new cabin
layout is ergonomic and user-friendly.
The cabin has become a comfort zone!
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Construction and Mining Technique

Design Behind the Success
A drill rig branded Atlas Copco should look solid and powerful. At the same
time it should express high functionality, high quality, good ergonomics, 
and be easy to service. 

Data logging
The data from a bore hole probe can be
transferred to and displayed on a computer.

Engine pre-heater
Diesel driven engine pre-heater to
avoid or decrease exhaust emissions.

Rig Control System (RCS)
This has been successfully used on Atlas Copco’s recent series
of underground drilling rigs, the drill rig senses all variations
in rock conditions, thereby adjusting all drilling functions to
achieve smooth and accurate drilling with a minimum con-
sumption of rock drilling tools. The risk of jamming drill rods is
virtually eliminated, as the system takes advantage of any
changes in rotation resistance without jeopardizing life of the
drill string. The changes in rotation resistance also control the
impact pressure with a special function.

Service doors
The canopy doors allow easy access and 
protection from weather while doing service.
Oil-drainage points are easily accessible, to
avoid oil spill when changing oil.

Easier handling
Easier maintenance and repair jobs
because trouble-shooting is facilitated
by the built-in self-diagnostic system. 

Environmental concern
Fewer hydraulic hoses, components and
valve blocks reduces the risk of hydraulic
fluid polluting the environment. 

Computerized drilling
After a few hours of training the operator can reach maximum drilling performance.
Rods are automatically added into the drill string to a predetermined depth allowing
the driller to carry out other activities while drilling. As drilling can continue during
lunch breaks and between shifts, the net result is 10 to 15% more rig utilization. 



T    by the Industrial Sup-
ply Manufacturers Association (ISMA). The Over-
all winner in the manufacturing category was Mil-

waukee Electric Tool Corporation, Brookfield, Wisconsin
in the United States.

“Their leadership in promoting the free enterprise sys-
tem is far above the standards of most companies,” says
Gary Salvatore, chair of the ISMA American Eagle
Awards Committee. “Milwaukee is truly raising the bar of
excellence for how corporate culture and policies can
encourage employees and communities to live and thrive
together for the benefit of both.”

There are overall program winners in the manufacturing
and distributor classifications and individual category
awards for the most outstanding programs in support of the
community/corporate educational commitment, employee

enrichment and involvement; environmental improvement
and conservation efforts; and local community involvement.
Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation is the only company
that has won the overall award twice in a row.

Many ways to make a better world

As an example, Milwaukee has been a sponsor of Habitat 
for Humanity since 1993. The company also cares about 
the environment. In 1999 Milwaukee achieved ISO 14001
certification for sound environmental practices. In addition,
in January 2003 they received the ISO 14001 for their new
Greenwood, Mississippi, facility which opened in 
January 2002.

Competence development is part of the culture.
“In an effort to develop and maintain a satisfied,
solid workforce with skills that can be applied to daily
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Milwaukee Receives 
Second High Flying Award

For the second consecutive 
year, Milwaukee has 
received the prestigious 
American Eagle Award.

The American Eagle Program recognizes companies that have done significant 
work to develop better employees and better communities. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIB IL ITY



American Eagle Award The prize was established in 1975 by

the Industrial Supply Manufacturers Association (ISMA), the

only manufacturing trade association in North America dedi-

cated to helping members sell through industrial distributors.

activities, each employee receives on an average 40 hours of training each
year,” says Daniel R. Perry, Milwaukee’s President.
Geared toward professional, employee, and leadership development, the courses

are instructor-led, Internet-based, or a combination of both.

Latest technology

Milwaukee utilizes the latest technologies for training employees and commu-
nicating with distributors and end-users. To assist distributors in placing orders
and reviewing their account status, Milwaukee is regularly updating its 
milwaukeeconnect.com web site with new features. This service is available

24/7 and allows distributors instant access to their orders in process.
The web site milwaukeetool.com is focused on the end-user.

In addition to being a corporate web site, a large portion of the
content is dedicated to Milwaukee’s Heavy Duty Club, an online
members-only club. The club provides a forum for professional
tool users to communicate with Milwaukee and each other. It offers

a focus on teaching end-users, tool-use tips, and an area for idea
exchanges and safety education. With over 250 000 members, the

Heavy Duty Club is popular among loyal Milwaukee tool users with the
web site averaging 1.3 million hits a month.
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A Day in the 
Life of Atlas Copco 
Atlas Copco’s core values—interaction, commitment, and innovation—have
built its past, created its present, and made the foundation for the future develop-
ment of the Group. Safeguarding that these values are kept, and the culture
shared worldwide, is critical for its success. That’s why the Group established 
The Atlas Copco Day.

W    in
almost 70 countries in five
continents, 20 brands, and

26 000 employees, there is a real chal-
lenge to safeguard that both brand
identity and values are spread to each
and every employee, and that everyone
has the same understanding. For years,
the Atlas Copco Group has been using
a special training method called Circles
for this type of issue. The most recent Circle activity,
launched at The Atlas Copco Day, was a rather unusual

training program, and very focused. It reached
all employees in a short period of time.

The kick-off included all companies in the
Group in one day. The first kick-off was in
Asia/Australia, followed by Europe and Africa,
and finally the Americas.

In each company, the General Manager
gathered his or her employees for a discussion
about the strategy and things that unite the
Group; values, history, culture, processes, and

the brand. One of the areas of focus was business
integrity, and social and environmental performance.

Brazil

Poland

Peru Zambia

Malaysia Sweden
Philippines

The Netherlands

USA
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More than 2 billion people live in areas where water is a scarce resource. For the 
last 20 years, Atlas Copco and its Swedish employees have been sponsoring the
community activity Water for All. Approximately 1 400 wells have been drilled or
dug, supplying fresh water to more than 450 000 people.

W   is an exclusive Atlas Copco pro-
ject, initiated by some employees and supported
by Atlas Copco AB. The organization has

successfully supported projects to drill or dig for water in
countries like Peru, Kenya, Sudan, Burkina Faso,
Afghanistan, India, and Colombia.

To ensure that the new water wells provide people with
fresh drinking water for years to come, the beneficiaries have
to commit themselves and contribute money to a small main-

tenance and repair fund. To ensure success, these water dig-
ging and drilling projects are always conducted in coopera-
tion with nonpolitical aid organizations with local experience
in the relevant countries. Major donations are also made by
international aid organizations, in particular SIDA, the
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency.

The Water for All project engages any person who comes
across the organization, and the reason is simple: it focuses
on one of the necessities for life—water.

Employees 
Support Water for All
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The Group seeks global leadership in the market, and aims
to be number one in customer share and market share in
every product market, product application, and geographic
segment where the Group competes. Atlas Copco strives 
to be the preferred employer and the preferred company 
for shareholders to invest in. The Group aims to create,

and continuously increase, shareholder value. Atlas Copco’s
ambition is to be the best associate for business partners,
and to be their preferred customer who they prioritize. The
Group strives to be a good and reliable corporate citizen and
to support sustainable development.

South America 3%

Africa/Middle East 6% Asia/Australia 14%

Europe 35%

Distribution of revenues 
by business area and region

■ Compressor Technique 

■ Rental Service

■ Industrial Technique  

■ Construction and Mining Technique 

Atlas Copco Group

First in mind—
first in choice

Atlas Copco has a vision to become and remain first in mind—first in choice of its
customers and other key stakeholders. This means to be the leader; to lead in the
share of mind and in the share of business; to be seen as an innovator who sets
the standards and exceeds expectations. 

North America 42%
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The Atlas Copco Group strives for and develops a global
presence, whenever possible utilizing its established sales and
distribution network. Strategic directions are; organic and

acquired growth, use-of-prod-
ucts, and innovations and con-
tinuous improvements.

The growth is primarily
organic, supported by selected
acquisitions.

Market penetration and
expansion will be achieved by
offering new products devel-
oped from core technologies,
by finding new applications in
new markets, and by increasing

the scope of supply, but also by increasing and/or acquiring
businesses that offer complementary products and/or 
services.

To grow the aftermarket revenues gener-
ated during the time the product is in use, the
use-of-products, is the second strategic direc-
tion. Use-of-products comprises accessories,
consumables, spare parts, service, mainten-
ance, training, and rental. Use-of-products
offers the Group a stable revenue stream, high
growth potential, high profit potential, opti-
mized business processes, enhanced product
development, and closer relations with end-

users. By being close to customers, Atlas Copco is more able
to understand and meet the needs and wishes of the users of
the products. This enables the Group to develop better
products—and at the same time
to ensure they are used in the
most efficient manner.

Innovations and continuous
improvements is the third strate-
gic direction. There is always a
better way to do things, and the
innovative spirit should be
reflected in everything the
Group does. The objective is to
provide innovative, high-quality
products at a price level that
reflects a premium offer from a market leader. Break-
through innovations are a means of staying ahead of the

competition and maximizing performance in
the long run. The Group continually makes
substantial investment in research and devel-
opment, and supports specific projects to 
foster innovation in technology, concepts,
and methods.

Continuous improvements in manufac-
turing, products, marketing, organization, and
business flows are intended to provide cus-
tomers with better service and to safeguard
short-term profitability.

The overall objective is to grow and to
achieve a return on capital employed that
will always exceed the Group’s average total
cost of capital. The financial targets are:
• to have an annual revenue growth of 8%,
• to reach an operating margin of 15%, and 
• to challenge and continuously improve

the efficiency of operating capital in terms
of fixed assets, stocks, receivables, and
rental fleet utilization.

This will have the result that shareholder
value is created and continuously
increased.

In the past five years, compound annual
growth averaged 5.7%. The Group’s operat-
ing margin averaged 12.2% for the past five
years. In 2003, the operating margin was
11.9% (11.1).

Financial targets

Strategic directions

Foundation
The foundation for reaching the objectives will follow the proven develop-
ment process applicable to all operational units in the Group; stability first,
then profitability, and finally growth.

Weighted average cost 
of capital (pretax)
Return on capital 
employed
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ROCE, %

Average 99–03

Target
Operating margin

*) Excluding goodwill 
impairment charge
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Operating margin, %

Average 99–03
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Growth from 
previous year
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Capital goods investments in various private and public sec-
tors, such as manufacturing, infrastructure, and mining are
drivers for Atlas Copco’s revenues. Important customer
groups in manufacturing and process industries demand
and invest in compressed air products and solutions, indus-
trial tools and assembly systems. Such industrial machinery
investments are important and influenced by customers’
ambitions to improve productivity, quality and capacity.
Customers in the construction and mining industries invest
in equipment, including drill rigs, drilling tools, breakers,
portable compressors, and generators. Large infrastructure
investments, such as tunnel construction for roads, railways
and hydroelectric power plants often depend on political
decisions. Private investments from the construction and
mining industries can be influenced by a number of factors,
e.g. underlying construction activity, interest rates, metal
prices, and metal inventory levels.

Customers also demand service and maintenance, train-
ing, parts, accessories, consumables, and equipment rental.
This demand arises during the time the capital good, equip-
ment, or product is in use, i.e. during industrial production,
construction activity and ore production. Additionally,
there is an outsourcing trend that is driving demand as 
customers increasingly look for suppliers that offer addi-
tional services or functions rather than only the equipment.

Atlas Copco is also looking to offer more services or after-
market products in line with the Group’s use-of-products
strategy. Demand for these services and products is relatively
stable compared to equipment. Today, use-of-products 
revenues are generating more than half of Atlas Copco’s
revenues and its importance is increasing.

Use-of-products revenues account for approximately
35% in the Compressor Technique, more than 85% in
Rental Service, approximately 25% in Industrial Technique,
and more than 55% in Construction and Mining Technique.

Primary drivers of Atlas Copco revenues

Mining 

Construction

Industry 

Primary drivers of Atlas Copco Group revenues

Rental, consumables, 
and other aftermarket, 50%Equipment, 50%

Metal and ore production

Construction activity/
outsourcing

Industrial production
Industrial machinery 

investment

Mining machinery 
investment

Investment in 
infrastructure

Board of Directors

President and Chief Executive Officer

Executive Group Management and Corporate Functions

Compressor Technique Rental Service Industrial Technique Construction and Mining Technique

Industrial compressors 

Air treatment equipment

Portable compressors

Generators

Specialty rental

Gas and process compressors

Equipment rental 

Sales of merchandise and parts

Industrial tools

Assembly systems

Professional electric tools

Drilling rigs

Rock drilling tools

Construction tools equipment

Load-Haul-Dump vehicles (LHDs)

Airtec

Industrial Air

Oil-free Air

Portable Air

Gas and Process

Rental Service Corporation Milwaukee Electric Tool

Atlas Copco Electric Tools

Atlas Copco Tools and 
Assembly Systems

Chicago Pneumatic

Underground Rock Excavation*

Surface Drilling Equipment*

Rocktec*

Secoroc

Construction Tools 

Craelius

Divisions

Product Areas

Business Areas

* Before December 31, 2003, these were part of the division Atlas Copco Rock Drilling Equipment. 
As of January 1, 2004, the Atlas Copco Wagner division is part of Underground Rock Excavation. 
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The divisions operate 
through product companies 
and customer centers.

Organization
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1999

Acquisitions: Rand-Air,
South Africa (CT);
ABIRD BV, the Nether-
lands (CT); Rental 
Service Corporation, 
the United States (RS);
Tool Technics NV, 
Belgium (IT). 

Divestment: Atlas Copco
Controls, Sweden (IT).

2000

Acquisitions: Various
small rental companies,
the United States (RS),
Hobic Bit Industries,
Canada (CMT). 

Divestment: Atlas Copco
Rotoflow, the United
States (CT).

2001

Acquisitions: Chris-
tensen Products, the
United States (CMT),
Masons, Great Britain
(CT), Grassair, the
Netherlands (CT), 
various small rental
companies, the 
United States (RS).

2002

Acquisitions: MAI-
Ankertechnik, Austria
(CMT), Liuzhou Tech
Machinery, China (CT),
Krupp Berco Bautech-
nik, Germany (CMT). 

Divestment: Revathi,
India (IT).

2003

Acquisitions: DreBo (IT),
Puska Pneumatic S.A
(CT), Professional Dia-
mond Drilling Equip-
ment Pty (CMT), Mining
Drilling Services Pty
(CMT), Shenyang Rock
Drilling Machinery Co.
Ltd (CMT).

Acquisitions and Divestments 1999–2003

Atlas Copco’s customers are located almost 
everywhere on the globe. To them, Atlas Copco is a 
local company; at the same time, the Atlas Copco 

Group is a global enterprise with worldwide resources.
The Group has market presence in close to 150 countries,
with its own sales operations in approximately 70 coun-

tries. In the other 80 countries, the products are marketed
through distributors and service networks. Atlas Copco
manufactures and assembles products in 17 countries.

Manufacturing is mainly concentrated in 
the United States, Belgium, Sweden,

Germany, France, and China.

Being local in 
a global enterprise
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The Atlas Copco Group is a global industrial group of

companies headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden.

Revenues for 2003 totaled MSEK 44 619. The Group

employs about 26 000 people and manufactures

products in 17 countries. The products are sold and rented under different brands through a worldwide sales-and-service

network reaching some 150 countries, half of which are served by wholly or partly owned companies. 

Products/Business concept Brands

Through approximately 500 stores in the United States,
Canada, and Mexico, Rental Service satisfies customer
needs for 

• Construction equipment rental 

• Industrial and energy equipment rentals 

• Used equipment sales

• Tools and supplies

Develops, manufactures, markets, and distributes

• Industrial power tools and systems for bolted joints 
and for material removal

• Professional electric power tools and accessories for
light construction and building installations

• A wide range of aftermarket products 

Industrial Technique

Develops, manufactures, markets, and distributes

• Rock drills

• Rock drilling tools

• Tunneling and mining equipment

• Surface drilling equipment

• Construction and demolition tools

• Equipment for exploration drilling and ground 
engineering applications

• A wide range of aftermarket products 

• Specialty rental services

Construction and Mining Technique

Develops, manufactures, markets, and distributes

• Oil-free and oil-injected air compressors

• Portable air compressors

• Gas and process compressors

• Turbo expanders

• Electrical power generators

• Quality Air Solution™ products 

• Air management systems

• Condensate management systems

• A wide range of aftermarket products 

• Specialty rental services

• Global industry leader 

Facts in Brief

Rental Service

Compressor Technique
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• Second largest equipment rental company in 
North America

• High-quality products and services mainly to the 
construction and manufacturing industries

• Superior service concepts, like 24/7 Customer Care,
short- or long-term rentals, customized rental 
programs, national account programs, equipment 
delivery and pick up, used equipment, small tools
and supplies for sale

• Efficient information systems

• Economies of scale

• World leader in industrial tools and assembly 
systems for safety-critical joints

• Among the top five manufacturers worldwide of 
professional electric tools

• Intensive research and development

• Innovative products with extraordinary performance

• Ability to serve customers on a global basis

• Unique distribution system

• Manufacturing plants in the Czech Republic, 
France, Germany, Great Britain, Mexico, Sweden, 
and the United States

• Global supplier of state-of-the-art products and 
services for the construction and mining industries

• Aims to safeguard its position as a market leader 
by offering high productivity at low operating costs

• Focus on a safe and ergonomic working environment

• Manufacturing plants are located in Austria, Canada,
Chile, China, Germany, India, South Africa, Sweden,
and the United States

North 
America 42%

South America 3%

Europe 35%

Africa/
Middle East 6%

Construction 35%

Manufacturing 26%

Process 13%

Mining 10%

Service 6%

Other 10% Asia/Australia 14%

Characteristics Customers Markets

Revenues by geographic areaRevenues by customer category

Compressor 
Technique 36%

Rental Service 23%

Industrial 
Technique 23%

Construction and Mining 
Technique 18%

Revenues by business area

Construction 

Process

Service

Mining

Other Construction 

Manufacturing

Construction

Other

Europe

Other

Construction 

Manufacturing

Mining

South 
America

Europe

Africa/
Middle East

Asia/Australia

Asia/Australia
Africa/Middle East

South America

North 
America

South 
America

North America

Europe

Africa/
Middle East

Asia/Australia

Process

Manufacturing

Process

Service

Other

North America

North America

• Continuous research and development in compres-
sor/Quality Air Solutions technology and in fields
related to energy savings and environmental care

• Assembly facilities and the manufacturing capability
for production of compressor elements and other
core components

• All major operations ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified

• Development, manufacturing, and assembly are
located in Belgium, with units situated in Brazil,
China, France, Germany, Great Britain, India, Italy, 
the Netherlands, and the United States
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Group Management
Gunnar Brock 
President and Chief Executive Officer of the Atlas Copco Group. 
Employed: Since 2002. 
Born: 1950.
Nationality: Swedish.
Education: MBA, Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden, 
in 1974.
Career: Between 1974 and 1992, Brock held various positions
within Tetra Pak, including international assignments as Manag-
ing Director in different parts of the world, and Executive Vice
President for the Tetra Pak Group. Between 1992 and 1994 he
was President and CEO of the Alfa Laval Group, and 1994 to 2000
President and CEO of the Tetra Pak Group. Prior to his present
position he was CEO of Thule International.
External directorships: OM-Gruppen, Sweden; Lego AS, 
Denmark. Member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences (IVA).
Holdings: 4 700 A and 44 224 employee stock options.

Bengt Kvarnbäck 
Senior Executive Vice President of Atlas Copco AB, and Business
Area Executive for Compressor Technique. 
Employed: Since 1992. 
Born: 1945. 
Nationality: Swedish.
Education: Graduated from the Royal Institute of Technology 
in Stockholm, Metallurgical Engineering, in 1970.
Career: Between 1970 and 1982, Kvarnbäck held various posi-
tions within Sandvik AB, Sweden. Kvarnbäck was then President
for Secoroc AB, Sweden, and later for Invik & Co AB, Sweden.
He held the position as Executive Vice President for Industri-
förvaltnings AB Kinnevik, Sweden, prior to joining Atlas Copco
in 1992 as Senior Executive Vice President, Industrial Technique
Business Area. Kvarnbäck has held his current position as 
Business Area Executive since 1997.
External directorships: Member of the Board of Directors of
Volvo Penta AB, Sweden.
Holdings: 11 371 A, 57 B, 6 414 A call options, and 44 224
employee stock options/rights.

Freek Nijdam 
Senior Executive Vice President, and Business Area Executive
for Rental Service. 
Employed: Since 1970. 
Born: 1940. 
Nationality: Dutch.
Education: Graduated from High School, UTS Mechanical 
Engineering, in 1959.
Career: Nijdam began at Atlas Copco in 1970, after seven years
as representative for Bostich staple machines. During his years
in the Group, he has held many different positions, in several
countries (the Netherlands, Belgium, Mexico, Germany, Sweden,
and the United States). He has been President of Atlas Copco’s
Applied Compressor and Expander Technique division and,
prior to his current assignment, Senior Executive Vice President,
Construction and Mining Technique Business Area. 
External directorships: Putzmeister AG, Germany.
Holdings: 1 317 A, 1 163 A call options, and 29 482 employee
stock options/rights.

Göran Gezelius 
Senior Executive Vice President of Atlas Copco AB, and Business
Area Executive for Industrial Technique. 
Employed: Since 2000. 
Born: 1950. 
Nationality: Swedish.
Education: BSc in Business Administration, Stockholm School 
of Economics, Sweden, in 1973. M.Sc. in Chemical Engineering,
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, in 1977.
Career: Gezelius joined the Sandvik Group in 1982 after being
sales engineer at Dow Chemical AB, Sweden, and working with
energy-related projects and investigations at the Association of
Swedish Heating and Ventilation Engineers, Sweden. Prior to
joining Atlas Copco in 2000, he was President of the Sandvik
Saws and Tools Business Area. (Renamed Bahco Group in 
October 1999, when the business area changed ownership from
Sandvik AB to Snap-on Inc.) 
Holdings: 44 224 employee stock options.

Björn Rosengren 
Senior Executive Vice President of Atlas Copco AB, and Business
Area Executive for Construction and Mining Technique.
Employed: Since 1998. 
Born: 1959.
Nationality: Swedish.
Education: M.Sc. in Technology, Chalmers University of 
Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden, in 1985.
Career: Between 1985 and 1995, he held various positions within
Esab Group, including international assignments as Marketing
Manager in Switzerland and Sweden, and other international
positions in the field of Marketing. From 1995, he was General
Manager, Nordhydraulic, Nordwin AB, Kramfors, Sweden. 
In 1998, he joined Atlas Copco as President, Atlas Copco Craelius
Division, and prior to his present assignment he took the posi-
tion of President, Atlas Copco Rock Drilling Equipment Division.
External directorship: Pergo, Sweden.
Holdings: 33 168 employee stock options.

Hans Ola Meyer 
Senior Vice President Controlling and Finance. 
Employed: Since 1991. 
Born: 1955. 
Nationality: Swedish.
Education: MBA, Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden, 
in 1977.
Career: Meyer was employed by Atlas Copco in 1978 in Group
accounting and controlling. Later he moved to Ecuador as 
Financial Manager. He left Atlas Copco for a few years beginning
1984 to, among other things lead the asset management at 
Penningmarknadsmäklarna—later JP Bank, Sweden. In 1991
Meyer rejoined Atlas Copco as Financial Manager in Spain, 
a position he held until he became Senior Vice President,
Finance and member of Group Management in 1993. Meyer 
has held his current position since 1999.
Holdings: 571 A, 300 B, 2 784 A call options, and 22 112
employee stock options.
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Hans Ola Meyer, Hans Sandberg, Annika Berglund, Björn Rosengren, Göran Gezelius, Freek Nijdam, 
Marianne Hamilton, Bengt Kvarnbäck, and Gunnar Brock.

Marianne Hamilton 
Senior Vice President, Organizational Development and 
Management Resources. 
Employed: Since 1990. 
Born: 1947. 
Nationality: Swedish.
Education: Bachelor of Arts at the Stockholm University, 
Sweden, in 1972.
Career: In 1973, Hamilton was employed by Astra, working with
marketing analysis. Between 1975 and 1990 she was a consul-
tant for Mercuri Urval, an international consultancy agency. 
In 1990 Hamilton joined Atlas Copco as Vice President, Organiza-
tional Development for the Atlas Copco Industrial Technique
Business Area, and one year later she began in her present 
position.
Holdings: 3 175 A, 2 784 A call options, and 22 112 employee
stock options.

Hans Sandberg 
Senior Vice President General Counsel. 
Employed: Since 1975. 
Born: 1946. 
Nationality: Swedish.
Education: Master of law, Uppsala University, Sweden, 1970.
Master of Comparative Jurisprudence (MCJ) New York Univer-
sity, United States, 1972.
Career: In 1972 Sandberg began as an Assistant Judge at Södra

Roslagen District Court, thereafter he was an associate at the
Lagerlöf Law firm in Stockholm. He joined Atlas Copco in 1975 
as Corporate Counsel. In 1980, he was appointed general 
counsel Atlas Copco North America Inc. In 1984, Sandberg was
promoted to his current position, and since 1989, he has been a
member of Group Management. Sandberg has been Secretary
of the Board of Directors of Atlas Copco AB since 1991.
External directorship: Chairman of the board for legal matters 
of the Association of Swedish Engineering Industries. 
Holdings: 200 A, 2 784 A call options, and 22 112 employee stock
options.

Annika Berglund 
Senior Vice President Group Communications. 
Employed: Since 1979. 
Born: 1954. 
Nationality: Swedish.
Education: MBA, Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden, 
in 1980. MBA, University of Antwerp, Belgium, in 1995.
Career: Berglund began her career with marketing analysis in
Atlas Copco in 1979. Since then she has had a number of 
different positions in the Group related to marketing, sales,
business controlling. During an assignment in Great Britain, 
she worked as a sales engineer. Prior to her present position,
Berglund was Marketing Manager for Atlas Copco Controls.
Holdings: 1 300 A, 165 B, 2 784 A call options, and 22 112
employee stock options.
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Atlas Copco AB
SE-105 23 Stockholm, Sweden 

Phone: +46 8 743 8000
Corp.id.no: 556014-2720

www.atlascopco-group.com

Addresses

Atlas Copco Group Center

Atlas Copco AB (publ)
SE-105 23 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: +46-8-743 8000
Fax: +46-8-644 9045
www.atlascopco-group.com
Corp. id. no: 556014-2720

Atlas Copco Compressor Technique

Airpower
P O Box 100
BE-2610 Wilrijk, Belgium
Phone: +32-3-870 2111
Fax: +32-3-870 2443

Atlas Copco 
Airtec
P O Box 101
BE-2610 Wilrijk, Belgium
Phone: +32-3-870 2111
Fax: +32-3-870 2443

Atlas Copco
Industrial Air 
P O Box 103
BE-2610 Wilrijk, Belgium
Phone: +32-3-870 2111
Fax: +32-3-870 2576

Atlas Copco
Oil-free Air 
P O Box 104
BE-2610 Wilrijk, Belgium
Phone: +32-3-870 2111
Fax: +32-3-870 2443

Atlas Copco
Portable Air 
P O Box 102
BE-2610 Wilrijk, Belgium
Phone: +32-3-870 2111
Fax: +32-3-870 2443

Atlas Copco 
Gas and Process 
Am Ziegelofen 2
DE-50999 Cologne, Germany
Phone: +49-2236 965 00
Fax: +49-2236 965 05 22

Atlas Copco Rental Service

6929 E. Greenway Parkway, Suite 200
Scottsdale, Arizona 85254, USA
Phone: +1-480-905 3300
Fax: +1-480-905 3400

Rental Service Corporation
6929 E. Greenway Parkway, Suite 200
Scottsdale, Arizona 85254, USA
Phone: +1-480-905 3300
Fax: +1-480-905 3400

Atlas Copco Industrial Technique

SE-105 23 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: +46-8-743 8000
Fax: +46-8-644 9045

Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation
13135 West Lisbon Road
Brookfield, WI 53005, USA
Phone: +1-262-781 3600 
Fax: +1-262-783 8555

Atlas Copco Electric Tools
Postfach 320
DE-71361 Winnenden, Germany
Phone: +49-7195-120
Fax: +49-7195-126 66

Atlas Copco 
Tools and Assembly Systems
SE-105 23 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: +46-8-743 9500
Fax: +46-8-640 0546

Chicago Pneumatic
1800 Overview Drive
Rock Hill, SC 29730, USA
Phone: +1-803-817 7000
Fax: +1-803-817 7006

Atlas Copco Construction 

and Mining Technique

SE-105 23 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: +46-8-743 8000
Fax: +46-8-644 9045

Atlas Copco
Underground Rock Excavation
SE-701 91 Örebro, Sweden
Phone: +46-19-670 7000
Fax: +46-19-670 7070

Atlas Copco
Surface Drilling Equipment 
SE-701 91 Örebro, Sweden
Phone: +46-19-670 7000
Fax: +46-19-670 7070

Atlas Copco
Rocktec
SE-701 91 Örebro, Sweden
Phone: +46-19-670 7000
Fax: +46-19-670 7070

Atlas Copco
Secoroc
Box 521
SE-737 25 Fagersta, Sweden
Phone: +46-223-461 00
Fax: +46-223-461 01

Atlas Copco
Construction Tools
SE-105 23 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: +46-8-743 9600
Fax: +46-8-743 9650

Atlas Copco
Craelius
SE-195 82 Märsta, Sweden
Phone: +46-8-587 785 00
Fax: +46-8-591 187 82


